LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION
Selected Subjects - Launceston Library

A  GENERAL WORKS
  AE  Encyclopedias (general)

B  PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION
  B  Philosophy (general), history and systems
  BC  Logic
  BD  Metaphysics
  BF  Psychology
  BH  Aesthetics
  BJ  Ethics
  BL-BX  Religion

C-F  HISTORY
  CB  History of civilization
  DA  Great Britain
  DC  France
  DD  Germany
  DE  Mediterranean
  DF  Greece
  DG  Italy
  DJK-DK  Eastern Europe
  DS  Asia
  DT  Africa
  DU  Oceania (including Australia)
  E  America and US (general)
  F  United States (local), Canada, Latin America

G  GEOGRAPHY
  G 155  Tourism
  GA  Mathematical geography, cartography
  GB  Physical geography
  GC  Oceanography
  GF  Human geography
  GN-GT  Anthropology, folklore, customs
  GV  Sport, recreation

H  SOCIAL SCIENCES
  HA  Statistics
  HB-HD  Economics, management
  HE  Transportation
  HF  Commerce, management
  HG  Finance
  HJ  Public finance
  HM  Sociology (general and theoretical)
  HN  Social history
  HQ  Family, marriage, women
  HT  Community, classes, races
  HV  Social work, social welfare, criminology
  HX  Socialism, communism, etc.

J  POLITICAL SCIENCE
  J  Official documents
  JC  Political theory
  JF-JN  Constitutional history and administration
  JQ  Australia, Asia, Africa
  JS  Local government
  JX  International law, international relations
K  LAW
   KC  Commercial law
L  EDUCATION
   LA  History of education
   LB  Theory and practice
   LG  Special aspects of education
M  MUSIC
N  FINE ARTS
   NA  Architecture
   NB  Sculpture
   ND  Painting
   NK  Applied arts
   NX  Arts in general
P  DICTIONARIES, LANGUAGE, LITERATURE
   P  Philology and linguistics
   PA  Classical languages and literature
   PC  Romance languages
   PE  English language
   PF  German language
   PL  Asian, African and Oceanic languages and literature
   PN  Literary history and collections
   PQ  Romance literatures
   PR  English literature (including Australian)
   PS  American literature
   PT  Germanic literatures
Q  SCIENCE
   QA  Mathematics and computer science
   QB  Astronomy
   QC  Physics
   QD  Chemistry
   QE  Geology
   QH  Natural history, biology
   QK  Botany
   QL  Zoology
   QM  Human anatomy
   QP  Physiology
R  MEDICINE
   RC  Neurology, psychiatry, geriatrics
   RJ  Pediatrics
   RT  Nursing
S  AGRICULTURE
   S  Agriculture (general)
   SB  Plant culture
   SD  Forestry
   SF  Animal culture
   SH  Aquaculture
T  TECHNOLOGY
   TA  Engineering (general), civil engineering
   TD  Environmental technology
   TK  Electrical engineering
   TP  Chemical technology
   TR  Photography
U-V  MILITARY AND NAVAL SCIENCE
Z  BIBLIOGRAPHY AND LIBRARY SCIENCE